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Abstract. The power conversion efficiency of solar cell depends on material science. It
is a very important issue to reduce the power losses in photovoltaic systems. Many avail-
able commercial PV modules have been used. However, since their characteristics are
not unique and on-site testing of PV system is costly, time-consumed and highly depen-
dent on the prevailing weather conditions, modeling of electrical characteristic becomes
important tools to support the research and development in PV system. The impact of
operating conditions on different solar cells performance should be well-understood at
optimal operating points to increase the efficiency of photovoltaic systems. This paper
explores the relationships between solar intensity and operating temperature variations
and key solar cell parameters for commercial available photovoltaic modules. The results
show that the characteristics of different solar cell technologies at maximum power point
have different trends in current-voltage characteristic.
Keywords: Photovoltaic modules, Electrical characteristics, Module technologies, PV
modelling

1. Introduction. Despite its tremendous potential as a limitless resource of energy, solar
power is currently a small fraction of the global energy supply. The researchers have been
studying on how to develop more efficient solar cells. Solar conversion efficiency depends
on the intrinsic characteristics of the semiconductors used to fabricate the cell. Over
many years of research, there are several workings on the characterization of materials
and how they affect the solar cell efficiency. While nanotechnology has opened the door
to the production of cheaper and slightly more efficient solar cells, it is very important to
understand the electrical output characteristics of PV modules and keep the operation of
solar cells at rated efficiency by continuously tracking the maximum power point. On the
other hand, the photovoltaic system characteristics significantly depend on environmental
conditions. Nevertheless, it is difficult to analyze such systems by taking consideration of
all possible outdoor operating conditions. Therefore, high accurate real-time simulators
are needed in testing the performance of PV systems. Experimental works with real-time
simulator allow properly the investigation of the dynamics characteristics of PV system
with high accuracy as well as the real solar cells in actual practice.

Different types of real-time simulation models for electrical characteristics of PV system
have been developed so far. Xiao et al. [1] proposed polynomials with least-squares method
to demonstrate the power-voltage relationship of PV panels where the Newton-Raphson
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method is used to identify the voltage at the optimal operating point. However, this
analytical approach might be failed to identify the correct maximum power point (MPP)
voltage under fast-changing in irradiance conditions. Fast shifting in irradiance conditions
make this method lose the maximum power point momentarily, and the time lost in
seeking it again, because the point has moved away quickly and then moved back to the
original position. In addition, various real-time simulators for PV modules were presented
in different configurations, such as field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)-based unit
using the pulse width modulation (PWM) principle [2], growing neural gas (GNG) method
based-controlled DC-DC buck converter circuit [3] and using a real-time digital simulator
(RTDS) [4]. However, these methods required extensive number of iteration process and
built-in elaborated power electronic components. Veerachary et al. in [5] measured solar
insolation and the output voltage of PV module to track the MPP of PV module by using
the hybrid algorithms of feed-forward neural network and fuzzy controller. However,
the proposed methods end up with complicated control algorithms with the potential
accumulative error occurring when the number of data training increases.

The electrical characteristics are important to be determined in order to investigate
the technology performance for the research and development (R&D) of solar cells. In
this respect, modelling of photovoltaic system is highly important with the expectation
of simple model and high accuracy. Simple model of systems means less computational
effort, less data resources with some parameters are omitted, but the accuracy is reduced
from the results of real systems. The accurate model of photovoltaic systems that has
been proposed with the implied electrical parameters provided low percentage error [6].
Similar target of modelling PV modules with high accuracy achievement is performed
using mathematical model including provision of the thermal characteristic based on en-
vironmental parameters in real practice [7]. In addition, the experimental approach to
determining the electrical characteristic is very important for data commercialization of
photovoltaic industry [8]. The electrical performance of several commercial PV modules
has been investigated under standard test condition (STC) in order to obtain the similar-
ity performance of PV module independently on technology [9]. Similar investigation on
electrical performance of different technologies and manufacturers of commercial PV mod-
ules was performed to provide the database information for photovoltaic market [10]. All
efforts in these researches have attempted to provide the accurate and reliable modelling
of photovoltaic (PV) modules for design and performance estimation of PV systems.

The paper is organized as follows. The non-linear relationships between irradiance
and cell temperature variations and key solar cell parameters for commercial available
photovoltaic modules are explored. The types of modules examined in this study are
multi-crystalline silicon (mc-Si), mono-crystalline silicon (c-Si), triple junction amorphous
silicon (3j-a-Si), copper indium diselenide (CIS) and cadmium telluride (CdTe) technolo-
gies. The effectiveness of the proposed method is successfully tested for different scenarios
under several operating conditions.

2. Modeling of PV Modules. In this study, six different PV module types are inves-
tigated to show the effectiveness of the real-time simulator. Since each PV module has
its own different specifications, equivalent electrical circuit model of each one is modeled
separately. Based on the circuit model, there are five parameters, photo-current (Iph),
diode saturation current (Is), diode ideality factor (n), series resistance (Rs) and parallel
resistance (Rp) as shown in Figure 1. This circuit based model can be used either for PV
module or solar cell level according to the number of bypass diodes [11]. All parameters
are obtained based on the inputs of irradiance and temperature. And also, the number of
series connected solar cells and the number of solar cells per one bypass diode in a module
should be known when modeling PV modules for especially under the partially shaded
conditions. Bypass diodes are connected across each solar cell in US-42 and US-32 PV
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Figure 1. Electric circuit model of a PV module with two bypass diodes

modules, allowing the modules to produce power even partially shaded [12,13]. Both PV
modules include 11 solar cells. Siemens SM-55 PV module consists of 36 series connected
solar cells and includes two bypass diodes. FS-50 PV module has 116 active cells and does
not include bypass diodes (Dbd). Photowatt PW-100 PV module has 36 series connected
solar cells and two bypass diodes are factory mounted to protect the module against re-
verse current. ST-10 PV module having monolithic interconnected structure of 50 series
connected solar cells contributes to high reliability and no bypass diodes are connected.

From the PV module equivalent circuit in Figure 1, four equations with four unknown
variables can be derived in order to obtain the I-V and P -V characteristics for a PV
module that includes two bypass diodes [11]. The proposed model is well-known designed
for conventional Silicon solar cell technology, but it is also effectively performed for deter-
mining the electrical characteristics for copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) based
solar cell technology [14].

With simply using Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) and Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL),
then the equations as follows are solved.

For i = 1, 2:

−Ii + Iph(i) − Is(i)

[
exp

(
q(Vi + IiRs(i))

Hn(i)kT (i)

)
− 1

]
−Vi + IiRs(i)

Rp(i)
+ Isbd

[
exp

(
q(−Vi)

nbdkTbd

)]
= 0

(1)

V1 + V2 − VLoad = 0 (2)

I1 − I2 = 0 (3)

where VLoad is the output terminal voltage connected to load side, q is the electric charge
(1.6×10−19C), k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38×10−23J/K), and H is the number of cells
covered by the bypass diode. For the bypass diodes components, the saturation current
(Isbd) is 1.6 × 10−9A, the diode ideality factor (nbd) is 1.0 and the constant temperature
(Tbd) is 35◦C for all types of PV modules.

3. Characteristics of Different PV Modules. The efficiency conversion of photo-
voltaic system is limited by the relationships between the photon energy and the band
gap energy in the semiconductor materials. The short-circuit current depends linearly on
the solar irradiation; on the other hand, the open-circuit voltage depends logarithmically
on the solar irradiation. These two parameters are also depending on cell temperature.
As temperature increases, the open circuit voltage decreases following the p-n junction
voltage temperature dependency as seen in the diode factor. Due to this reason, the solar
cells have a negative temperature coefficient of open-circuit voltage. The short-circuit
current is proportional to temperature. When temperature is increased, the current is
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also increased because more photons are absorbed by the semiconductor material. How-
ever, under this condition, the decrease in voltage is much higher than increase in current.
Therefore, the output power will be decreased as temperature is increased. These kinds
of relationships are almost similar in short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage for
all semiconductor types of solar cells. However, there might be seen different character-
istics at maximum power point voltage and current. Therefore, temperature sensing is
very important besides solar insolation in the real-time measurement when evaluating the
performance of PV modules.

Uni-solar US-42 PV Module Siemens SM-55 PV Module

Uni-solar US-32 PV Module First Solar FS-50 PV Module

Photowatt PW-100 PV Module Siemens ST-10 PV Module

Figure 2. VMPP for irradiance (100-1000W/m2) and cell temperature (10-60◦C)
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The variations of MPP voltage (VMPP) of different PV module types under the different
operating conditions are given in Figure 2. Each PV module has its own MPP voltage
window where their non-linear relationships cannot be included with high accuracy by
using an analytical expression. In this study, a few commercial PV modules are investi-
gated to show their nonlinearities. Uni-solar US-42 and US-32 PV modules are the triple
junction silicon (3j-a-Si) solar cell which is composed of three semiconductor junctions
stacked on the top of each other. The bottom cell absorbs red light, the middle cell ab-
sorbs green light and the top cell absorbs the blue light. The purpose of this structure
is effectively used to maximize the conversion of sunlight spectrum. Siemens SM-55 PV
module is mono-crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cell which can deliver excellent performance
even in reduced light or poor weather conditions.

The c-Si cell surfaces are treated with the texture optimized pyramidal surface process
to generate more energy from available light. First Solar FS-50 PV module is CdTe
based thin-films technology recommended when high output voltage is desired. This
module uses very thin layers of compound semiconductor material with low temperature
coefficients which provides for cost effective and greater energy production. Other types of
PV modules like Siemens ST-10 PV module is composed of a monolithic structure of series-
connected copper indium diselenide (CIS) based solar cells. These multiple-layer cells are
characterized by exceptional spectral response and long-term performance integrity. A
conductive front layer of zinc oxide provides superior light transmission and trapping
properties to enhance output power. Photowatt PW 100 PV module uses Photowatt’s
multi-crystalline silicon (mc-Si) technology. The 200 micron solar cells are individually
characterized and electronically matched prior to interconnection.

Table 1 shows the specification of PV modules at standard test condition. The MPP
voltage window range is a very important parameter in the voltage based MPPT con-
troller [15]. When the electrical characteristics of PV module are investigated, besides
the maximum output power, the variation interval of the MPP voltage should be taken
into consideration since it affects the performance of the step-size based MPPT algo-
rithms. The large voltage window means more power losses when tracking MPP of PV
module. The other important control parameters used in MPPT controller are voltage
factor (kV ) and current factor (kI) [16,17]. In most studies, a linearly proportional re-
lationship was accepted between open circuit voltage and MPP voltage under different
operating conditions. However, both factors should be updated according to correspond-
ing operating condition for reducing power losses in PV systems. The variations of both
factors are given in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Changing in irradiation and cell temperature yields the both factors to vary significantly
for some PV module types. It is clear that it is very difficult to use a single value of the
constants kV and kI to determine the corresponding MPP voltage or current of each PV
module type under the different operating conditions. There is another worthy of noting

Table 1. Specification of PV modules under STC 1000W/m2, 25◦C

Module Type ISC [A] VOC [V] IMPP [A] VMPP [V] PMPP [W]
Uni-solar US-42 3.17 23.8 2.54 16.5 42
Siemens SM-55 3.45 21.7 3.15 17.4 55
Uni-solar US-32 2.4 23.8 1.94 16.5 32
First Solar FS-50 1 90 0.77 65 50

Photowatt PW-100 6 21.6 5.8 21.2 100
Siemens ST-10 0.64 25.2 0.56 19.6 10

ISC: Short circuit current, VOC: Open circuit voltage, IMPP: MPP current, VMPP: MPP voltage
PMPP: MPP power
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Uni-solar US-42 PV Module Siemens SM-55 PV Module

Uni-solar US-32 PV Module First Solar FS-50 PV Module

Photowatt PW-100 PV Module Siemens ST-10 PV Module

Figure 3. kV coefficient for irradiance (100-1000W/m2) and cell temper-
ature (10-60◦C)

that the increasing in irradiation causes to increase photocurrent; however, MPP voltage
decreases with irradiation for US-42 and FS-50 PV modules. Furthermore, perturbation-
observation is an unsuitable method with rapidly changing atmospheric conditions [16,18].
For these reasons, it must be noticed that an MPPT algorithm should overcome this kind
of characteristics. In that point, the artificial neural network (ANN) may provide an
alternative intelligent technique to overcome this kind of problems when designing good-
quality PV system. The ANN is able to be used as a mapping tool for different solar cell
technologies and various operating conditions [19,20].
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Uni-solar US-42 PV Module Siemens SM-55 PV Module

Uni-solar US-32 PV Module First Solar FS-50 PV Module

Photowatt PW-100 PV Module Siemens ST-10 PV Module

Figure 4. kI coefficient for irradiance (100-1000W/m2) and cell tempera-
ture (10-60◦C)

A further measure for the quality of a PV module is therefore the fill factor (FF),
which describes how closely the current-voltage characteristic curve approximates the
ideal rectangle form. It is important also to measure the fill factor of the module which is
shown in Figure 5. It may be true for the mc-Si technology, where the fill factor is higher
than others. Fill factor is a measure of the “squareness” of the I-V curve. Another reason
is the complexity correlation of MPP voltage to the irradiance and cell temperature, such
as in FS-50 affecting the number of hidden nodes. The similar trend also occurs for the
CIS technology.
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Uni-solar US-42 PV Module Siemens SM-55 PV Module

Uni-solar US-32 PV Module First Solar FS-50 PV Module

Photowatt PW-100 PV Module Siemens ST-10 PV Module

Figure 5. Fill factor for irradiance (100-1000W/m2) and cell temperature
(10-60◦C)

4. Conclusion. Provision of electrical characteristics in time is necessary required in
order to approach the rated efficiency power conversion to the load side. The proposed
method is simple in terms of algorithms, almost no-use of additional power electronic
unit components and less dependable on the surrounding environmental changes. The
accuracy of the proposed method has been experimentally tested on different PV module
technologies. When the electrical characteristics for PV modules are discussed, the im-
portant parameters are the voltage at maximum power point (VMPP), the coefficient of
current and voltage constants which are in kI and kV , respectively and fill factor (FF) for
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the information in maximum power point tracking control design. These parameters are
also presented as the beneficial information in 3D graphs representation for some lecture
topics regarding the different characteristics of PV technologies according to the irradi-
ance and cell temperature variations. The results of the proposed method could be the
significant academic contribution for the research and development (R&D) in solar cell
technologies.
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